Awards & Scholarships (2019-20)  
May 10, 2019, Undergraduate Recognition Reception

Elaine Kappel: Robert C. Brasted Memorial Fellowship as well as a part-time apprenticeship in the department’s general chemistry program, which is awarded to an outstanding chemistry major who has expressed an interest in a chemistry teaching career.

Abby McGovern and Blake Johnson: Department Writing Award, which was awarded to students in advanced laboratory classes who submitted exceptional laboratory reports.

Meghan Cahill: Lloyd W. Goerke Scholarship, which is awarded to chemistry majors who have shown outstanding academic achievement.
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Emma Corcoran and Grace Couchey: Hach Chemistry Teacher Scholarship, which is given to chemistry majors who are committed to becoming chemistry teachers.

Grace Gretz and Levi Palmer (not pictured: Angela Cao): David A. and Merece H. Johnson Scholarship, which is given to chemistry majors who have shown outstanding academic achievement.

Klarisse Andre De St Amant (top photo) and Ariel Leisso (bottom photo): Betty A. Lewis Scholarship, which is given for outstanding scholastic achievement.
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Joe Schultz, Jessica Doro and Samson Lopez (not pictured: Colin Bunner): J. Lewis Maynard Memorial Prize in Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, which is given for outstanding scholastic achievement in advanced inorganic chemistry.

Shoshana Altman and Katherine Taylor: Sally Herz Memorial Scholarship, which is given to top students in general chemistry.
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Ria Muehleis: Victoria Kolehmainen Veach Scholarship, which is awarded to a chemistry major who has shown outstanding academic achievement.

Natalie Alteri: Dr. Paul F. and Patricia Guehler Chemistry Scholarship, which is awarded to a chemistry major who has shown outstanding academic achievement.

Kat Graf and Channing Klein: Thomas DuBruil Memorial Award, which is awarded to sophomores who have demonstrated outstanding achievement in undergraduate research in chemistry.
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Tora Husar and Sam Libby: Jane B Spence Scholarship, which is awarded to top students in honors organic chemistry.

Not Pictured

Lucas Fluegal: Wayland E. Noland Award For Academic Excellence in Chemistry, which is awarded to chemistry majors who have shown outstanding academic achievement.

Shuhei Kiyozumi: John A. and Barbara L. Edgar Chemistry Scholarship and the M. Cannon Sneed Memorial Fund, which is awarded to a chemistry major who has shown outstanding academic achievement.

David Potapenko: Graham N. Gley-steen Scholarship Fund in Chemistry, which is awarded to chemistry majors who have shown academic achievement.